D-Day Beaches to Waterloo
1st - 13th September 2018

‘Cooper’s Last’

Following 17 years of enjoyable and memorable moments touring Europe’s battlefields with some great people
this is ‘Cooper’s last’ scheduled battlefield tour. It will take in the Normandy D-Day beaches, Vimy Ridge,
Crecy, Agincourt, The Somme, Messines, Ypres and Waterloo.
Tour Overview - This 13-day tour visits the landing grounds of the greatest
military operation in history to understand why and how the Canadian,
American and British Allies came ashore believing in their cause, their
leadership and in themselves. We stand on the Normandy assault beaches of
Sword, Juno, Utah, ‘Bloody’ Omaha and Gold, where the only Victoria
Cross was won on D-Day. We tour the Airborne Landing sites at Ste Mere
Eglise, Pegasus Bridge, Ranville and Merville to learn of those momentous
events of the 6th June some 74 years ago. We visit Arromanches and visualise
the logistics that enabled this massive seaborne assault landing, the German
heavy guns at Longues and the scene of the US Ranger’s dramatic attack on Ponte
du Hoc. Whilst in Normandy we visit Bayeux’s Commonwealth War Graves
Commission Cemetery, the famous Bayeux Tapestry,
and enjoy a Calvados tasting and Monet’s Garden.
We then head north to the Somme, the slaughter
battlefield, where the ‘Devil’s Paintbrush’ ended so
many lives in 1916. We visit many sites including
Delville Wood where South Africa fought to the death.
The following day we walk Vimy Ridge
scene where Currie’s Canadians turned the war and
visit Notre-Dame de Lorette. Following freetime to
explore the city of Arras the next day we visit the 100
Years War battlefield of Crecy where the longbow
out ranged the crossbow and where a young English
king won his spurs. That afternoon we take in
Agincourt where another English king won the day agaist all odds. Then on to Messines where the Kiwis
memorial
marks
their
direction of attack in June
1917. We explore the
trenches and the Ypres
Salient. We visit the field
called Passchendaele where
New Zealanders , Canadians, Australians and Tommies fought in argueably
the most long and costly battle of the century. We attend the Menin Gate
Ceremony in Ypres and the following morning visit the St George’s Church before heading to Waterloo where
we walk the scene of Napoleon’s demise.

Tour Itinerary
Day 1: Saturday 1st Sep – ‘Let’s go!’
➢

1030 Hrs Tour Rendezvous at London’s Heathrow Airport Novotel

➢

1115 Hrs Depart for Portsmouth

➢

Southwick House*/ Portsmouth D-Day Museum: We learn the big picture of Operation Overlord
and the enabling enormity of Operation Neptune. We visit the room where that momentous decision
‘Let’s go’ was made by Eisenhower.

HMS Nelson - where we dine on 1 Sep

The Map Room

➢ HMS Nelson: Inspiring with fascination we dine by invitation in the Wardroom. (Guests are reminded
that the Ward Room is the private accommodation and home for ‘living in’ Officers of the Royal Navy)
➢ Overnight Ferry to Caen
Day 2: Sunday 2nd Sep - Pegasus Bridge, Merville Battery Raid and SWORD Beach 1944
"People of Western Europe: A landing was made this morning on the coast of France by troops of the Allied
Expeditionary Force. This landing is part of the concerted United Nations' plan for the liberation of Europe,
made in conjunction with our great Russian allies ... I call upon all who love freedom to stand with us. Keep
your faith staunch. Our arms are resolute. Together we shall achieve victory."
Broadcast by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, June 6, 1944.
➢ Ranville Military Cemetery: A para and his dog, two young boys, a Windy Gale and the risks of an
airborne assault. We visit the headstone of the first Officer to be killed on D-Day. Ranville was the first
village to be liberated in France when the bridge over the Caen Canal was captured intact in the early hours
of 6 June by troops of the 6th Airborne Division, who were landed nearby by parachute and glider. Many
of the division's casualties are buried in Ranville War Cemetery and the adjoining churchyard.
➢ Pegasus Bridge: ‘No substitute for surprise’. Following breakfast at
the reknown Café Gondrée the very spot where this epic took place we
discover the importance of the 2 bridges across the River Orne and
Caen Canal. We walk where it happened when the glider-borne assault
by the 52nd Foot Ox & Bucks Light Infantry triggered the start of this
momentous of days. British paratroopers landed just after midnight on
D-Day in a classic coup-de-main exercise and liberated the first house
in France from Nazi oppression. It is a story of remarkable courage and
an example of a simple plan and simply executed. We visit its superb
museum.

➢ Merville Battery: The Parachute Regiment’s raid that went horribly wrong until good leadership and
determination won through. We take in its planning, preparation, execution and unique museum.
➢ SWORD Beach: We learn of the big picture of Operation Overlord and the
enabling enormity of Operation Neptune. We view the landing site of the
British 3rd Div and Hobart’s Funnies of the 79th Armoured Division. We visit
the Free French memorial; connect with Lord Lovat’s Commando and the
champagne drunk at a most appropriate moment in the battle.

Day 3: Monday 3rd Sep - The American Sector - An early start to The Longest Day.
➢
St Mere-Eglise: The small town which was at the centre of it all. We understand
why it had to be taken by the paratroopers of the US Airborne 505th Parachute Infantry
Regt who ‘dropped in’ here to secure the strategic and tactical objectives that secured
the Allied west flank. To take the town their commander issued an unusual order. We
contemplate glider and parachute operations and visit the superb museum.

➢
➢ UTAH Beach: The defences, the elements, the
tides, the timings and the President’s son who
decided what happened here. By the end of the
day 23,250 Americans had landed here but not
for the pleasure of a coffee … as we will!

Right: A weather window provided the landing
opportunity

➢ Pont du Hoc: The epic mission by Colonel Rudder and his 2nd Ranger Battalion whose task it was to take
out the quick firing naval guns that protected Omaha Beach. We hear of the cliff top battle, its prolonged
aftermath and how these American Rangers delivered success out of chaos. A very memorable example of
where human error was rectified by sound leadership under extreme pressure.

St Laurent Cemetery

Utah Beach anti-tank defences

➢ OMAHA Beach: America’s painful memory: “Bloody Omaha”. What happened at the water’s edge? –
Objectives of the 1st and 29th US Divisions. When the best laid plans go awry, who pulls the irons out of the
fire? We examine the chaos on the beach and how the situation was slowly brought under control and
success achieved.
➢ American Military Cemetery: St. Laurent-sur-Mer where 32 pairs of brothers and a father and son are
buried. We visit the new Visitors Centre, the terrace overlooking ‘Bloody Omaha’ Beach where the sea
literally turned red and the hallowed acres where 10,944 US soldiers are remembered.
Day 4: Tuesday 4th Sep – JUNO & GOLD Beaches
➢ JUNO Beach: Where time and tide waited for no man. The desperate scene where Canada’s 3rd Division
landed. Where Churchill, de Gaulle and King George later visited, and Bill Dunn made an emotional
return. We visit the Museum and the Canadian’s cemetery at Beny-sur-Mer.

A mistaken target

VC’s route to rhubarb

Mulberry Harbour ‘B’ now

➢ GOLD Beach: The landing of the 50th Tyne Tees Northumbrian Division, its objective, a lighthouse attack,
a chemist happy at his demise, a rhubarb patch and the only VC on D-Day. We look at the ground across
which Lt Col Cosmo Nevill led his battalion of the Devonshire Regiment to eventually take out the German
Longues Gun Battery.
➢

Arromanches: The administration of combat supplies and a film that puts you right there where they are
needed. The brainchild of an inspirational leader whose imagination and foresight saved time and lives.
Winston was his name. The unique floating Mulberry Harbours ensured the delivery of combat supplies to
the expanding bridgehead. It was a key factor in both enabling the strategic intent and servicing the tactical
battle. But was it really required?

Mulberry Harbour ‘B’ in June 1944

Day 5: Wednesday 5th Sep – Big guns, Calvados and big history

Longues Battery: Where HMS Ajax entered the fray. Four
monsters, the making of a famous film and where the
Devonshire Regiment took 120 prisoners of war earning
their Commanding Officer the DSO.

➢ Calvados: We visit La Ferme de Fumichon to taste Calvados hosted by Joseph and Agnès Duyck

➢ Bayeux Military Cemetery: The Bayeux War Cemetery and Memorial is the largest British World War II
cemetery in France. There are 4,648 graves, including 3,935 Commonwealth and 466 Germans. Most were
killed in the Invasion of Normandy. We visit the Commonwealth War Graves Commission Cemetery and
the grave of a winner of the Victoria Cross and contemplate the selfless commitment of the crew of a
Lancaster Bomber.
➢ Bayeux: We arrive in the ancient city of Bayeux where Odo, brother of William the Conqueror was the
Bishop. The area around Bayeux is called the Bessin which was a province of France until the French
Revolution. The name of the town and of its region comes from the Celtic tribe of Bajocasses who inhabited
the area. During the Second World War Bayeux was one of the first French
towns to be liberated during the Battle of Normandy, and on 16 June 1944
General Charles de Gaulle made his first important speech on liberated
French soil in Bayeux. The buildings in Bayeux were virtually untouched
during the Battle of Normandy as the German forces defending the town
were pulled away to help defend Caen. We visit the large NormanRomanesque Cathedral Notre-Dame de Bayeux, consecrated in 1077, was
the original home of the tapestry. The Jardin botanique de Bayeux is a
botanical garden dating from 1864.
➢ The Bayeux Tapestry: Bayeux is a major tourist attraction, best known to British and French visitors for the
Bayeux tapestry, made to commemorate the Norman conquest of England in 1066. The tapestry is believed to
have been woven in England. It is displayed in a museum in the town centre. Fascination and intrigue. Firstly,
a magnificent treasure but also a stunning exercise in storytelling. Is it a true representation of the climactic
events of 1066 and the Battle of Hastings or is it a masterpiece of propaganda?

Day 6: Thursday 6th Sep – Monet’s Garden & Hot Potatoes
➢ Monet’s Garden. We visit this top attraction and lunch there en route to Arras.

Claude Monet noticed the village of Giverny while looking out of a train window. He made up his mind
to move there and rented a house and the area surrounding it. In 1890 he had enough money to buy the
house and land outright and set out to create the magnificent gardens he wanted to paint. Some of his most
famous paintings were of his garden in Giverny, famous for its rectangular Clos Normand, with archways
of climbing plants entwined around coloured shrubs, and the water garden, formed by a tributary to
the Epte, with the Japanese bridge, the pond with the water lilies, the wisterias and the azaleas. Monet
lived in the house with its famous pink crushed brick façade from 1883 until his death in 1926. He and
many members of his family are interred in the village cemetery.
➢ Faubourg British Military Cemetery & the Arras Memorial to the
Missing: Where almost 35,000 ‘missing’ servicemen from the UK, South
Africa and New Zealand, who lost their lives around Arras, are
commemorated.
➢ The Royal Flying Corps, Royal Naval Air Service and Royal Airforce
memorial. Where hot potatoes, innovations, and celebrity status ruled the air.
The Royal Flying Corps Memorial commemorates almost 1,000 airmen and
attached personnel who were killed on the Western Front and who have no
known grave.
Day 7: Friday 7th Sep – The Somme 1916
➢ The Heidenkopf & Beaumont Hamel – The Sunken Lane, the Russian Saps, Malin’s Post, the White City
and the Hawthorn Crater attacked
by the ‘Boys from Dublin’ and the
Royal Irish Fusiliers. We look at the
infamous first day of the Somme
battle.
➢ Schwaben Redoubt & Ulster Tower – Where amid 5000
casualties a VC was won, a replica was installed and men
from Inniskilling, Antrim, Down, Donegal, Armagh,
Monaghan, Tyrone, Londonderry, Cavan, Belfast and
Fermanagh, stormed the furthest. Here Ulster’s 36 Division
headstones lie flat. We take in the German line at the Ulster
Tower and visit the Connaught’s Cemetery.

➢ Thiepval Memorial - Where over 73,000 who went
missing are remembered. Many of the names are from
the Island of Ireland.
➢ Poziéres – Scene of Australian carnage and courage
where more Australian blood was spilt here than
anywhere else in the world. 23,000 casualties in six
weeks. We stand on the highest part of the German 2nd
Line and view the area where Albert Jacka won his MC.
We visit the Australian 1st Division memorial. After
lunch we head towards the section of the German line
where 4 Battalions of the Tyneside Irish advanced. The
casualties here were appalling, especially of their
Officers.

Original letter from Lieutenant Albert Jacka VC MC

➢ Lochnagar Crater – ‘Gas, Gas, Gas’ and where tunnelling
and the underground war ended in tragedy here on 1st July
1916. The mine explosion was heard in Birmingham. We learn
the story of a professional footballer who won the Victoria
Cross at Horseshoehoe Trench and visit Contalmaison an
emotional location for some.

➢ Mametz: We learn the story of how the Welsh suffered on the
wire south of the Queen’s Nullah.
➢ Devonshire Trench: What a story and very emotional place for
some. Plasticine, fate and a poem to remember.
➢ Delville Wood: We end the day where the courage of South
Africans held a line until relieved

Day 8: Saturday 8th Sep – Vimy Ridge
➢ Vimy Ridge 9-12 April 1917. We walk
the trenches and tunnels were Byng’s
Canadian Divisions fought together for
the first time and turned the tide of the
war on the western front. Many of them
fought at Passchendaele under Currie
later that year.
Right: Canadian wives of the fallen at the
unveiling of the Vimy memorial in 1936.

➢ The Ring of Memory – The new memorial at Notre Dame de Lorette:
This new memorial was opened on 11 November 2014 by President
Hollande. It is high quality, original, and a 'must' for any visit to the Arras
area. Called "L'Anneau de Memoire" - the "Ring of Memory" - it's an ovalshaped enclosure on the hilltop overlooking the slopes up to Notre Dame
de Lorette where the French were fighting in the autumn of 1914 and spring
of 1915. Panels list in alphabetical order all those who died in the Nord /
Pas-de-Calais region in 1914-18. 580,000 names, of all 40 nationalities.
290,000 are British Empire, representing almost all our 'non-Ypres' and
'non-Somme' Western Front losses: Loos, Festubert, Neuve Chapelle,
Arras, Cambrai, much of the 100 Days, etc. It's smart, respectful, simple,
stimulating, and quality - the materials used are first-class. Names are
strictly alphabetical, with no mention of nationality. This gives a surprising
and original perspective - it is so different to the CWGC's Lists of the
Missing since on this new memorial there is no distinction by regiment.

Vimy Memorial

Notre Dame de Lorette Memorial

Day 9: Sunday 9th Sep – Crecy, Agincourt and Messines
➢ Crecy - 26 August 1346. Of all the battles of the
Hundred Years War, both Crécy (1346) and Agincourt
(1415) are particularly famed for their strategic
importance. But while Shakespeare wrote his most
patriotic work about Henry V, culminating in the battle
of Agincourt, he wrote nothing comparable about
Edward III and Crécy. Consequently, Henry V and
Agincourt have acquired a unique cultural significance:
iconic symbols of an English victory won against the odds. Therefore, the visitor coming to Crécy-enPonthieu is entitled to ask: what is the significance of this place? If Shakespeare had chosen to write about
Edward III, would the English language ring with famous lines associated with Edward on the field of
Crécy?
We go here to
learn the story
and judge for
ourselves.

➢ Agincourt – 25 October 1415. A battlefront with a small gap between two woods that saw snow fall in
the October. The combat here on Saint Crispin's Day in the County of Saint-Pol, Artois, some 40 km south
of Calais at Agincourt (now Azincourt) in northern France was intense, provoked and at dagger point. This
Hundred Years' War battle resulted in an English victory and is considered one of the most important
English triumphs in the conflict, along with the battles of Crécy (1346) and Poitiers (1356). England's
victory at Agincourt against a numerically superior French army crippled France, and started a new period
in the war which was dominated by English military successes.

After several decades of relative peace, the English had renewed their war effort in 1415 amid the failure
of negotiations with the French. In the ensuing campaign, many soldiers perished due to disease and the
English numbers dwindled, but as they tried to withdraw to English-held Calais they found their path
blocked by a considerably larger French army. Despite the disadvantage, the following battle ended in an
overwhelming tactical victory for the English.
King Henry V of England led his troops into battle and participated in hand-to-hand fighting. The French
king of the time, Charles VI, did not command the French army himself, as he suffered from severe
psychotic illnesses with moderate mental incapacitation. Instead, the French were commanded
by Constable Charles d'Albret and various prominent French noblemen of the Armagnac party.
This battle is notable for the use of the English longbow in very large numbers, with the English and Welsh
archers forming up to 80 percent of Henry's army. The battle is the centrepiece of the play Henry
V by William Shakespeare. We enjoy lunch there and visit its informative museum.

➢ Messines - 7 June 1917 - The Battle of Messines was fought by
the British Second Army on the Western Front near the village
of Messines in West Flanders under General Sir Herbert Plumer, a
wily well respected Yorkshire man. The Nivelle Offensive in April
and May had failed to achieve its more ambitious aims, had led to
the demoralisation of French troops and dislocated the AngloFrench strategy for 1917. The offensive at Messines forced the
Germans to move reserves to Flanders from the Arras and Aisne
fronts, which relieved pressure on the French. We see the ground where the II ANZAC advanced and the
visit Cemetery containing men from the Otago, Wellington and Canterbury Regiments We see where the
effects of mining evaporated German battalions and where chunks of clay descended upon the attackers.
Today youths swim in the ‘Pool of Peace’ a mine crater.
Day 10: Monday 10th Sep – Ypres Salient 1914 - 1917

➢ Bellawaerde Ridge From here we gather an overview of ‘The Salient’ and the Great War. We contemplate
‘No Man’s Land’, and the story of Cpl Bartlett.
➢ Sanctuary Wood CWGC Cemetery. Understanding its creation and the way the Commonwealth
remembers.

➢ We walk the Hill 62 trenches
to understand the privations of
war

➢ Essex Farm: Triage, gas, the disadvantage of a German name, a sad Canadian story and Guardsmen
together.
➢ Langemarck: German cemetery to learn the revenge story of a mad man and the death of the innocent
where oak leaves predominate.
➢ St Julien the scene of the German gas attacks of 1915 where ‘sadly they ran with it’.

Chapman Clemshire‘s Memorial

Were Canadians plugged the gap in the Drench line

➢ Passchendaele: Here in 1917 soldiers and sailors in the land army disappeared in the mud without trace. We
drive via Boesinghe the start line for the first of the nine Great War battles of what is known as ‘3rd Ypres’
and then via Pilkem Ridge and Bloody Passchendaele, the slaughter battlefield where at 3:50am 31st July
1917 the advance met with little resistance under the cover of a ‘creeping barrage’. We visit the New Zealand
and Canadian Memorials and Tyne Cot CWGC Cemetery.

Tyne Cot Cemetery

➢ Tyne Cot Cemetery – We visit the largest of the Commonwealth war grave cemeteries with over 11,000
headstones facing the direction of the attack.

➢ ‘Last Post Ceremony’ at the Menin Gate where we pause to remember the sacrifice of what was the Great
War.

Day 11: Tuesday 11th Sep – Ypres
➢ Ypres - A free morning in Ypres to visit its Museum, St Georges Church, the
Menin Gate in daylight and the best chocolate shop in Belgium.
➢ Waterloo 1815 – A Dutch Lion and
Memorial Museum to remember. Here we
learn the epic tale of Waterloo arguably the
most talked battle in military history. It is a
story of such magnitude, not only of the
leaders, but also of the men themselves. It is
a story of their lives, their fears, their
heroism and, for many, their ultimate
sacrifice on that fateful June Sunday in 1815.
From its dishevelled start to its electrifying end, the Waterloo campaign fascinates in its intensity. It
endured four great battles in as many days, the climax of which, dramatic by any standard, saw the defeat
of an Empire and ended the dreams and ambitions of the greatest soldier of modern times.
By seeing the ground we discover why and more about this time in Napoleonic history.
Day 12: Wednesday 12th Sep – Waterloo
➢ Walking Waterloo – We walk the battlefield now free of the
2015 Bi-centenary scaffolding. We take in the Mont St Jean
farmhouse, Lambert’s Lane to stand where the 27th Regt formed
up prior to the battle, the golf course situated in history, the
valley where Jaquinot’s Lancers started their charge against
Wellington’s Greys before lunch in Plancenoit Hougoumont
Farm and more follows if the legs are up for it.
➢ ‘Cooper’s Waterloo Tours’ Farewell Dinner – In the Grand Hotel
Day 13: Thursday 13th Sep – Waterloo
➢ Depart under own arrangements or by Coach to London
Tour Price
Tour price per person sharing £2895 - Deposit £485 - Single Supplement £385
13 Days - 12 Nights
Tour Ref: CWT – Cooper’s Last
Tour Starts at the Novotel, Heathrow and Ends in Central London
Included in the price of the Tour will be:
➢ 3 & 4 Star Hotel Accommodation
➢ Half Board - (Continental Breakfast, incl Dinner
with wine)
➢ Luxury Coach Transport
➢ Guild of Battlefield Guides - Qualified Guide
➢ Tour Manager
➢ Tour Brochure

Excluded from the price of your Tour will be:
➢ Flights
➢ All Lunches
➢ Hotel extra services, telephone, bar and
business facilities
➢ Personal Insurance

Your Guide - Graeme Cooper
Graeme has been battlefield guiding since 1995
and now operates ‘Cooper’s Waterloo Tours’, a
family run Essex based business specialising in
tailored tours to the Napoleonic Campaign battlefields of the Peninsular War and Waterloo.
A Fellow of the International Napoleonic Society (FINS), Graeme qualified as a Waterloo
Campaign Guide with Les Guides 1815 in 1998.
Graeme's interest in the Napoleonic Campaigns was sparked during his time as a cadet at
the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst by his tutors, the late and renowned military historians and authors,
Professor Richard Holmes and Dr David Chandler. This intrigue, kept alive by a military career, has
maintained his fascination for Napoleonic campaigns and a strong concern for the preservation of the
Waterloo battlefield, which he first visited in 1973.
Graeme was the driving force behind the creation of the International Guild of Battlefield
Guides in November 2002. Since his original idea, the Guild has grown to International
status and has set the benchmark for many who have passed its quality validation
programme. Graeme was the Guild Secretary until November 2009 when he became the
first member to be elected to the Roll of Honour for his services to the Guild. He is
currently the Guild’s historian and organizes the Guild’s annual ‘Badged Guides Dinner’
and Guild Golf Championships. Graeme’s Badge Number is 007.
In May 2006 he established Corporate Battlefields Ltd, a leadership training
company for corporate management and has since delivered to senior global
management teams from eBay, Boeing UK, Lilly, Brother UK, HSBC, the NATO
Secretary General and others on the battlefields of Waterloo, Ypres, Somme,
Isandlwana, Normandy D-Day Beaches, Hastings and Naseby.
Graeme is a recognised Great War and WW2 Guide, member of the Battlefields Trust and former Chairman
of the British Army of the Rhine Branch of the Western Front Association. He and his wife Alison live in
Essex and have a son and daughter who commissioned through Sandhurst. Graeme enjoys golf,
photography, chess and telemark skiing.
Graeme’s testimonials declare his standards.
“Graeme Cooper is the master story-teller. You stand with him in a green field, but when he speaks you
see a battlefield before you.” - Adam Holloway MP

Pyrenees 2017 - ‘Memories for some!’

www.waterlootours.co.uk E: cooper@waterlootours.co.uk T: 01277 890470
www.corporatebattlefields.com E: info@corporatebattlefields.com

